LOCAL
favor
Competing With
The NATIONAL Guys

T

he idea that “local is better” is being tested, perhaps for the first
time, on a big scale and on the big stage of morning drive. Premiere’s The Bobby Bones Show has been added to nearly 70 Clear
Channel stations since its launch early last year. At Cumulus, America’s Morning Show with Blair Garner is on 21 of its Nash-branded stations
since debuting last summer. With both companies expected to grow those
affiliate bases, locally anchored morning shows must find effective ways
to compete. So Country Aircheck assembled a panel of consultants, a talent coach and a programmer to find out what being local really entails,
how it stacks up against national and why it’s more important than ever to
create good, compelling radio.

Know Way Out

[on-air] language to use.”
Jacobs says this strategy works in markets of all
Understanding the market might seem like an
sizes. “Sit around the conference table at the radio staobvious baseline, but even long-entrenched shows can
tion, buy them pizza and sodas, and give them station
benefit from a deeper knowledge base. Jacob’s Media
hats and a tour. Really listen to them about what is
President Fred Jacobs suggests going straight to the
important in their lives and why they love
source by forming focus groups and listener
your radio station. And then do more of
advisory boards to identify practices that
that. The more activities undertaken that
juice your local image. “Use your database
are different from what’s available from
to bring people into the radio station,” he
a nationally syndicated service, the better
says. “But instead of just talking about muthe opportunity will be to drive home the
sic, actually have a conversation about their
difference.”
lives and lifestyles and what they do on the
Talent coach Steve Reynolds recalls
weekends. From there, you can usually pick
his days of doing mornings on Clasup really important information about the
Fred Jacobs
sic Rock WRDU in Raleigh, where he
kinds of programs, programming and even

still lives. He and morning show partner Kevin Silva
mounted an organized effort to become enmeshed
in the market by plugging into the collegiate sports
scene. “Sitting on top of one another are NC State,
Duke and UNC Chapel Hill,” he says. “That’s pretty
big. We knew we had to get embedded if we’re ever
going to be able to put content on the air that would
really resonate with our listeners. So we split up the list. I
took NC State, my partner took
Duke. UNC didn’t want to give
us the time of the day, but we
kept at it for two or three years
– we needed them more than
they needed us. Back then,
Duke needed us more than we
Steve Reynolds
needed them.”
Local personalities can take
a similar approach, but aren’t bound just to sports.
“Do you have a list of movers and shakers on the
charitable side of things, and in entertainment, sports
and politics in the community?” Reynolds asks. “If
you’re not making efforts to get out and meet clients
and movers and shakers, you’ll never get anything
done on that side.”
Understanding the market, its institutions and
tastemakers can be bolstered by analyzing the competition, too. Counter-intelligence on the national
show a station is facing can be an effective strategy.
“It’s that whole art of war,” WQDR/Raleigh PD Lisa
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s compelling as the notion of local radio
sounds to those whose careers grew in a
largely local medium, comprehensive research focused solely on local versus national programming
is scarce and far from definitive. There are some
pretty convincing clues, however.
Albright & O’Malley & Brenner have been asking
questions about local programming in their yearly
Roadmap studies of Country P1s with increasing
regularity. For the 2014 edition, 4,848 U.S. respondents aged 18-54 were asked, “When choosing
your favorite Country station, how important is it
that the DJ’s show originates from your town or
area?” 55.5% chose “Very important,” 29.2%
chose “Somewhat important” and
15.3% chose “Not very important.”
“We have seen a slight increase in the number of people
who rate the importance of
that higher than they used to,”
Becky Brenner says. “Some of
that may be because of the
national publicity surrounding
the new syndicated shows. But
there will always be a segment
of the audience that doesn’t
care and doesn’t know who’s
local and who’s not.”

McKay says. “You want to see what their strengths are
and then you want to see which ones you’re going to
co-op. Then you have to own them. For example, the
commercial-free concept is a very strong branding
tool and I think that’s a good position to own. But
once you do it, you really have to devote a lot of your
inventory to making it very clear that you own that
space. It’s still a game of sacrifice and focus.”

Manifest Local

Radio basics still rule. So if you talk the talk, walk
the walk. “I remember when Lee Abrams was running
Z-Rock, which was kind of like Cumulus’ Nash, but for
Heavy Metal back in the ‘80s,”
Jacobs says. “He was speaking
at a conference and defending
the whole idea of nationally syndicated programming. Someone in the audience asked,
‘Wouldn’t local programming
beat out national programming four out of five days of
Lisa McKay
the week?’ And Lee said, ‘I’ve
run around the country listening to a lot of local radio,
and most of the time the only local references I hear are
weather and traffic.’ There’s a lot of truth to that. You
can say that you’re a local brand, but being a local brand
is an entirely different thing.”
So just what is that “entirely different thing,” and how
do you get there? Reynolds shares a favorite practice.
“The biggest thing that local shows can leverage against
national shows is their ability to get out into the community,” he says. “Radio people are stars to the audience and
have the power of making converts by shaking hands and
kissing babies. Retail politics works.
“It’s important to compel the audience to want to be
around the talent, and that the talent understand the
value in being in the same room with people – be it for
10 minutes or at a concert for three hours. People walk
away and say ‘I’ve met a star! They care about the community, they’re just like me, they
love living here. And they make
me laugh and have a good time
and I’m connected to their life.’”
Making a point to be out
and seen registers high on
consultant Joel Raab’s list, too.
Just be clever about it. “Send
someone from the show and
Joel Raab
have them creatively call back
in with on-site reports,” he says.
“But you have to make those reports entertaining. It’s
not enough to say ‘I’m standing at the corner of State
and Main and I’m handing out bumper stickers.’ That
doesn’t cut it. There has to be a creative angle. The
bottom line is that for a show to succeed, it’s got to be
a good show.”
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Local’s
Best?
Survey
Says...

Mark Kassoff & Co. recently asked 718 people
aged 18-64 if they consider radio a local or national
medium. More than half (65%) of participants identified it as local. Asked if they would listen more or
less to a local station if it began focusing more on
national programming, 51% said they would listen
less. Interestingly, the majority of respondents aged
18-24 said that they would listen more.
Edison Research’s study of millennials presented during CRS 2014 offered some interesting
info as well. Of the 1,550 18-24-year-olds who
participated in that analysis, 68% agreed with the
statement, “You listen to local FM radio stations in
order to find out about things going on in your
community.” Among other notable findings, the study suggested
that millennials also place a high
priority on spending money locally.
The most recent Jacobs Media
TechSurvey10 identified a handful
of emotional connectors that seem
to draw people to AM/FM radio.
DJs and hosts, learning what is
going on locally and getting emergency info when it was needed
all ranked high when participants
were asked why they use the
medium.

“You have to make yourself so invaluable in terms
of the connection to the community and the kind of
fun that you provide that it leaves no other alternative,” adds Albright & O’Malley & Brenner consultant Becky Brenner. “Create as much local content as
possible. Look for local angles on all national stories
so that there is a view that the other show absolutely
can’t take when they cover them. For example, if
you’re talking about Michelle Obama and healthy
eating in the schools, go to the actual lunch person
at your neighborhood school and talk to them. Create a bond with the community that a national show
could never have. Then you create a place where
every person in town feels like they have to wake up
every morning with your show.”
McKay, who also handles afternoons on ‘QDR, says

“

People want to
have a good time.
They want to be
around people who
are authentic and
real and honest
and share their lives,
and both platforms
can do that.
–Steve Reynolds

”

service content can be especially helpful in driving local
brands. “There was recently a motorcycle wreck that
closed one of our major highways all afternoon and I
had calls on it. We talked about people getting stuck.
Whether those people have meters or not, that’s branding us as being the station that’s there when they need
us. Make it part of the show. ‘How late do you think
you’re going to be for getting home?’ ‘Did you have
plans?’ That’s where you really connect with people. And
no, I don’t think that just playing songs and having voicetrackers on will ever be able to compete with that. If it
does, I’m definitely in the wrong business.”
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More Than Local

An intrinsic community feel is such an obvious
point of differentiation, even people outside the
industry see it as a crucial selling point. “We talk
to a lot of auto-makers and that’s been very telling,” Jacobs says. “I just did a connected-car panel
in Toronto at the Canadian Music Week festival and
asked the automotive guys, ‘If you were advising local radio stations in a market like Toronto,
what should they to be doing in order to compete
with Pandora and SiriusXM and all those things?
What would you tell them?’ And two-to-one, they
said to be great at being definitive local products
that reflect your communities and that have local
personalities. They don’t
know anything about radio.
They just know about their
space. It seems so clear even
to people who are outside of
our business that, ultimately,
that’s our mission.”
Being in and of the
market isn’t a silver bullet,
Becky Brenner
however. “Being local is at the
top of my list of something I would leverage against
a syndicated show,” says Reynolds. “But people want
to have a good time. They want to be around people
who are authentic and real and honest and share
their lives, and both platforms can do that. That’s
about being relevant and reflecting the values back
to the audience that they hold dear. That will keep
the audience coming back to you.”
And to programmers and morning shows with
national competition moving in across the street −
no knee-jerking allowed. “If you’re doing a good job,
it’s up to the challenger to challenge you,” warns
Raab. “Anytime you’re attacked, you should certainly
evaluate whether or not everything you do on the
show is compelling and interesting to local people.
The only adjustment is to make sure that every break
is worthwhile.”
Finally, don’t forget that the guy across the street
isn’t your only competition anymore. “Our tech
surveys continually indicate that we have reached
a digital tipping point where outside factors are
playing an increasing role in the entertainment and
information diets of audiences,” Raab says. “Widen
your competitor focus and think about the ‘why’ of
your brand – not just against the other stations in
town, but against Pandora, iPods, SiriusXM, podcasts
and all the other things that consumers now have
available on their phones, tablets and, increasingly,
their cars. Ask yourself what you do that stands out
uniquely in this crazily competitive environment. We
were licensed to serve our various contingencies in
a significant local way. Ultimately, that’s the answer.
That is the secret sauce.” 		
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